PLUTO LITE
universal projector cage

“A new, innovative range of
lightweight, secure projector cages”
Key Features
Lightweight, yet still secure
Economical solution
Universal design
45º tilt
360º rotation
Micro Adjustment Thumbscrews
Drill resistant locks

www.top-tec.co.uk

PLUTO LITE

More products
from the
Top-Tec range:

universal projector cage
A new, innovative range of lightweight, secure projector cages that
will hold most projectors, whilst still retaining full functionality.
Projectors come in numerous shapes and sizes and the Pluto Lite
range offers a choice of 4 different models that will accommodate
the majority of projectors that are available in the market today.

ICT Security
Tower, desktop and server
enclosures
Laptop brackets and desk
mounted enclosures

Key Features
Lightweight, yet still secure

Flat panel brackets
and mounts

Economical solution
45º tilt

Laptop NightSafes

360º rotation

Secure cables

Micro Adjustment Thumbscrews

Media Trolleys

Drill resistant locks

Rack Cabinets

Simple to fit
The Pluto Lite cage comes complete with a removable mounting
plate. Projectors have a variety of hole sizes and fixing points, but
the removable mounting plate will allow the majority of projectors
to be fitted, using the spacers and fixings provided. Once the
projector is fitted, the mounting plate slots simply into place inside
the cage. The projector can be easily removed with the mounting
plate when required, and re-installed without having to re-set the
projector position.

Secure Desking Solutions
Venus cantilever desks

Mars standard desks
Multi-function desks
Electronic height
adjustable desks
Removable Mounting Plate

Adjustment

Corner and Cluster desks

The innovative swivel mount plate is cleverly angled and this allows
up to 45° tilt, far in excess of the industry standard. Combined with
the 360° rotation, the Pluto Lite swivel mount allows you to easily
adjust your projector to the required position. Once the ball swivel
mount is tightened, the four Micro Adjustment Thumbscrews allow
fine tuning for perfect image alignment. The swivel mount is
designed to fit a 50mm column as standard, although Top-Tec
supplies adaptors to accommodate other column systems.

Drawer and storage
solutions
AV Security
Projector enclosures
Micro Adjustment Screws

Security and Flexibility
The Pluto Lite is designed to cater for the countless lens, cabling
and access positions that are found on projectors by having
different cut-outs on each side. The locking bar secures both the
projector and the removable mounting plate into position and is
fitted with a drill resistant push button lock. The locking bar is
reversible and there are three positions on the top of the cage and
two on the base that accept the locking bar, thus providing a
number of fixing options. The two positions on the base of the cage
allow the cage to be fitted close to a ceiling where there would be
insufficient room to remove the locking bar from the top.

Columns and brackets
Only available from
authorised resellers
About Top Tec Security

Locking bar
position options

The cage is well ventilated and there are cable management holes
incorporated on the top of the cage. Additional security options are
offered by a fixing hole into which a 10mm Security Cable can be
inserted. This can then be secured to the wall or ceiling.

Code

Projector Cage
size

Accepts Projectors
up to

Price
Ex VAT

Pluto-Lite-3

420mm x 330mm x 125mm

355mm x 310mm x 90mm

£150.00

Pluto-Lite-4

420mm x 330mmx x150mm 355mm x 310mm x 115mm

£160.00

Pluto-Lite-5

450mm x 385mm x 175mm 385mm x 365mm x 140mm

£190.00

Pluto-Lite-6

500mm x 430mm x 200mm 435mm x 410mm x 165mm

£220.00

Secure and non-secure
ceiling units

Available in a
durable Dark Grey
finish as standard.
White, Silver and
Black options available
to special order.

The Top-Tec range of products
includes Audio-Visual, ICT
Security and Secure ICT
Furniture - Dalen Top-Tec is
the leading supplier of physical
security solutions in the UK.
With over 50 years design and
manufacturing experience,
Dalen produce high quality
innovative products, many
accredited by insurance
preferred LPCB (Loss
Prevention Certification Board).
Schools, colleges, universities,
councils and a whole host of
public and private organisations
all use Top-Tec products to
safeguard their ICT and
AV investment.

The above products are only available from authorised resellers

Dalen Limited, Valepits Road, Garretts Green, Birmingham B33 0TD
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